
Combination Tumbling -Technique, progressions, strength drills, goals, games 

 

Technique 

Development of good whip ( fwd or bwd ) technique 

Different RO or Front handspring for whip tumbling ( turnover not emphasized as much) 

Good whip technique stems from good back and front handspring technique 

Chest action – arch to hollow fwd, hollow to arch bwd 

Arm action for backward – arms at shoulder height or lower  at finish of bk hndsprg (shoulder 
angle smaller  than knee bend angle, arms can catch up) 

Arm action for forward – arms extended at sides at shoulder height, lifting of shoulders and 
hollowing of chest during arm throw fwd, inlocating action of arms and shoulders with body  
finishing arched, palms up 

 Head – neutral, definitely not back already during finish of bk hndsprg 

 

 Most common errors 

BWD - Knees bending well past 90 degrees with arms completely extended overhead, 
head back and chest already arched at finish of bk hndsprg 

FWD - Bending of hips at takeoff, head flipping to aggressively 

 Drills (use tumble trak exclusively until correct technique is seen) 

Lots of standing bwd and fwd hndsprg on tramp most often over a low obstacle with 
coach watching for correct chest movement, arm action and head neutrality 

Fwd and bwd hndsprg series (3 or more) looking for correct techniques 

Increase distance or length of series 

Increase speed of series (do not increase speed until distance has been increased) 

Begin introduction of  whip ( bwd or fwd) at end of series, typically after 2 fwd or bwd 
handprings 

Interchange whips with hndsprgs in series ( hndsprg, whip, hndsprg, whip) 

Place 2 whips together 



Whip twisting (combination tumbling)  techniques 

Difference between whip twisting and regular twisting is the need to generate or maintain 
horizontal speed to continue tumbling 

Twisting with more arched(bwd) or hollow(fwd) takeoffs creates more horizontal speed to use 

Takeoff positions are more a mixture of set and twist, not as defined as with regular tumbling 

Twisting directions should be the same to make tumbling more efficient 

 

Development of good whip twisting technique 

Fwd -  develop ½ twist making sure that gymnast initiates twist from straight arm  to bent elbow 
on the side or direction he is twisting to ( i.e. right side twist would initiate with right arm).  Try 
to avoid the problem of overshortening of the opposite side of the twist.  Other arm stays 
straight and goes along for the ride. 

Bwd – develop ½ twist as a ½ out twist.  Gymnasts performs bk whip finishing hollow, arms at 
shoulder height in front,  then ½ twists away from landing by bending elbow of arm on twisting 
direction side, keeping eyes and head looking at whip finish.   

 Skills that use ½ out technique: 

  Front 1/1 , 2/1, 3/1 twist 

  Back ½, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2 twist 

Finish positions  

 FWD ½,3/2, 5/2 – BWD 1/1, 2/1  same as bwd whip finish 

 FWD 1/1, 2/1, 3/1 – BWD ½, 3/2, 5/2 same as fwd whip 

  

Progressions (after whip series, 3 or more, can be performed 80% correct) 

1. Bwd whip, bwd whip ½, fwd whip (make 80%)   then add fwd whip ½ at end 
2. Fwd whip, fwd whip ½, bwd whip (make 80%)   then add bwd whip ½ at end 
3. Bwd whip, bwd whip 1/1 80% add bwd whip at end 
4. Same as 3. Fwd 
5. Bwd whip, bwd 3/2  80% add fwd whip at end 
6. Same as 5. Fwd 



Once you can see that gymnast has ability to see landing either direction, ready for rapid 
progress 

If doing large ending skill at end of combo pass, must lower height of preceeding whip to 
accommodate need for more height for time to make bigger skill.  This is done by snapping 
under more for bwd whip or bending at hips more for fwd whip. 

 

Strength drills  

Jump rope – double rope jumps fwd while bounding fwd one length, right to double rope jump 
fwd while bounding bwd one length x 5 sets 

FWD – bounding over mat stacks (2,3 or 4) spread out over length of floor.  Look for body to stay 
tight, not much movement of torso above waist, and punch to occur from ankles mostly not 
knees 

 Add front tuck at end x 15 

 Add front tuck stick at end x 3 to 5 to 7 to 10 

 Add front ½ at end x 15 

 Add front ½ stick at end x 3 to 5 to 7 to 10 

BWD -  back handspring series (3 or more) looking for distance and speed x 10 

 Interchanging series – back hndsprg, bh, whip x 10 

    Bh, whip, bh x 10 

    Bh, whip, whip x10 

 Whip series (3 or more)  x 10 

 

Games 

 Who can do the most twists in a pass.  Keep track of personal records 

 Power tumbling – whip, whip, whip, bwd or fwd hndsprg to double anything 

  

  


